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High Holy Day Seating at Temple Beth El
Temple Beth El welcomes members and guests to our High Holy Day services.
This year, we will not be using tickets. Greeters at the door will direct members, as well as visitors who have
made advance arrangements, into the Sanctuary. (If a greeter does not recognize you and asks for your name,
please do not be offended.)
All guests are requested to contact the Temple office in advance to reserve a place in the sanctuary. Guests
who have not made reservations will be directed to a table outside of the sanctuary and will be asked to
provide their contact information.
In many congregations, admission to High Holy Day services is a privilege extended to “members in good
standing.” Temple Beth El welcomes all who wish to worship with us on these Days of Awe. However, our
High Holy Day services are by no means “free.” They are made possible by the contributions of our members
who give generously of their money and time all year to keep Judaism alive in this community, to employ
our Rabbi, Administrative Assistant, and Music Director, to educate adults and children, to maintain and
operate our beautiful building, and to purchase the prayer books we provide for your use. We ask that our
visitors recognize these sacrifices by our members, and contribute generously to help assure our future.
If you are a member of Temple Beth El who has not made a financial commitment for the year beginning
July 1, 2014, please complete your pledge documents immediately and return them to the Temple. High Holy
Day guests who are members of another congregation affiliated with the Union for Reform Judaism are
entitled to the privileges of our congregation. No contribution is requested. However, URJ policy requires
that you furnish us with a letter from your home congregation, confirming your membership. We would
appreciate, but do not expect, a donation from members of congregations not affiliated with the URJ. If you
are Jewish, and not a member of any congregation, your presence at our service shows that you care about the
future of Judaism. We urge you to contribute as generously as your means permit and seriously consider
affiliating with our Temple or a synagogue in your own community.
Thank you.

Thank You from Betty

Tzedakah

I would like to thank everyone in
the congregation who participated
in making the evening of my
conversion to Judaism so meaningful
and wonderful. I appreciate your
plentiful contributions to my oneg
and the prayers in a bag, which are
quite helpful. Your support was very
special to me and made me feel very
welcome. Thank you.

This Yom Kippur, the Regional Food Bank of Northeastern
New York will again be asking for your help in feeding our
many hungry neighbors in the northeastern region of New
York State. Please “share your break with the hungry” – surely
the neediest among us – by contributing to the 30th Annual
Yom Kippur Hunger Appeal. Thank you very much! Your
participation is greatly appreciated.

Betty Gancher

Regional Food Bank of Northeastern New York
965 Albany-Shaker Road
Latham, NY 12110
(518) 786-3691
www.regionalfoodbank.net
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THE RABBI TALKS TO THE SHOFAR
Rabbi Jeffrey N. Ronald became the elected spiritual leader of Temple Beth El on July 1, 2014. A native of
California, Rabbi Jeff was educated at Claremont McKenna College, Claremont, CA, and Hebrew Union
College-Jewish Institute of Religion in Los Angeles. He received his rabbinic ordination in 1987, at HUCJIR, in Cincinnati. He has served as spiritual leader and educator at large and small congregations in
California, Arizona, Florida, and South Carolina, and for the Union of American Hebrew Congregations (now
the Union for Reform Judaism). With his wife, Catalina (“Cathy”), he has two daughters and two
grandchildren. Recently, he spoke with the Shofar.
Shofar: What was your family religious background, and how did you decide to become a rabbi?
Rabbi: There was no religious practice in my family, just skepticism and disdain for anything not based on
science. We did not celebrate the holidays – or anything else, for that matter. This was typical of many
families in Southern California during the post-war period. However, my maternal great-grandmother,
grandmother, and mother occasionally attended the Wilshire Boulevard Temple to hear Rabbi Magnin
deliver one of his Friday night lectures.* The vacuum in my experience drew me and others to another
Reform rabbi, a sabra who had spent several years studying mysticism.
I took my first trip to Israel while I was in college, with the American Zionist Youth Foundation, an arm of
the Jewish Agency, which brought Jewish student leaders from all over the Diaspora to discover Israel. It
was not that trip that led me to become a rabbi, but I saw many different parts of the Jewish community and
felt a need for connection. I met a Conservative rabbi who remarked that I spent all my free time working for
the Jewish community; at his suggestion, I applied to HUC-JIR. I was inspired by the positive feedback I
received during my first student pulpit, in China Lake, California. After ordination, I served as the sole rabbi
at a small congregation in Davis, California. I was then chosen as Associate Rabbi at Temple Beth Am, in
Miami, the largest Jewish congregation in the Southeast at the time. There, I met my rabbinic role model,
Senior Rabbi Jonathan P. Kendall, one of the most outstanding leaders in the American Reform rabbinate
during that era. (Rabbi Kendall will conduct my installation in October.)
Shofar: What do you see as your role as a rabbi?
Rabbi: The pulpit is the center of the religious life of the synagogue, where the role of the rabbi is to bring
the scholarly traditions of our people to the congregation, to assist them in living Jewish lives. I see myself as
a teacher. Raising up the next generation is our most important job: finding something Jewish for our
children to say “yes” to. There is a perceived failure of religion to address modern problems. We find our
meaning in God, Torah, and Israel. As Jews, we have something the world needs: ethical monotheism. Take
the confessional prayers for Yom Kippur. They are timeless and apply to any person of any religious
background, because they focus on flaws in ethical, rather than ritual, behavior.
Shofar: What, in your view, makes Reform Judaism distinctive?
Rabbi: The founders of the Reform movement, who lived in German-speaking lands during the 19th
century, did not ask the question, “How can we make the Jewish religion easier?” Reform Judaism asked a
different question: “Why, in the modern world, did the practice of Judaism get so hard?” The movement
recognizes that the core of Judaism is sound, but we are not as attached to the specific forms of practice. Our
movement is based on reason, ethics, and social justice. There is a consistent theme of reason: what does
history tell us? Of all streams of Judaism, ours is the best equipped to present the Jewish community to nonJewish communities. We argue for the vitality of civil society and the priceless value of separating religion
from the state.
Shofar: What are the some of the challenges for Judaism in the United States?
Rabbi: It is hard to see what the future looks like from where we stand in 2014/5774. We are still working
on developing a formula that will work for the next generation of Jews, to give them something to say “yes!”
to. Everyone has dropped the ball on “evangelizing” – getting people back to ethics. The Millenials will have
to step up. I cannot imagine the future without institutions like Temple Beth El. As Rabbi Alexander M.
Schindler once said, "the synagogue is where Jews are made...”
(Continued on Page 4)
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THE RABBI TALKS TO THE SHOFAR
(Continued from page 3)
Shofar: What impressions have you formed, so far, about Temple Beth El? What are your first goals for
your rabbinate here?
Rabbi: Temple Beth El reminds me of congregations I knew growing up, typical of what Reform Judaism
historically has been. We “get” why we are here. I want first to “do no harm,” and continue the programs that
work.
The basic administration is very well run. And the congregation has a corps of dedicated volunteers. Hopefully, regional economic improvement will allow us to grow. I want the Temple to be here to celebrate its
centennial in 2025. I want our religious services to be meaningful and Jewish, and for people to feel a sense
of connection. I want at least one lay leader on the pulpit and lay people involved in the service, and I want
feedback from those who attend. Jewish education is vital for children and adults. In the religious school, we
should continue to combine experiential activities with content explaining the history and Torah references
that lead to our traditions. For adults, there should be classes in Yiddish, Hebrew and Jewish literature, as
language is central to Jewish continuity. In our Shabbat Torah study, we examine some of the core Jewish
texts that people should know. We will present occasional guest lectures on Jewish and general topics. We
also need to continue our cultural programs and engage in focused social action, to make a difference in our
community and our world. Last, but not least, the TBE religious school should assume a central role in preparing our children to lead the next generation of Jews in America.
Shofar: How would you describe the rabbi's role as an officiant of life-cycle events?
Rabbi: I prefer to upgrade the involvement of families in Jewish life-cycle events, in the sense that the music of Jewish tradition is made to harmonize with the lyrics of lives of individuals and families. Whether we
are talking about the beginning of the life cycle – namings, brises, bar/bat mitzvahs – or the close of life's
journey, burial and memorial, I want our congregants to feel as though Judaism, through the Temple, has
said a hearty “amen!” to a well-lived Jewish life.
*Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin (1890-1984), was a prominent Reform religious leader and orator who served the Wilshire Boulevard Temple, the
oldest Reform congregation in Los Angeles, for 69 years.

Mazel Tov, Sheldon Binns!
Shortly before he was to retire from teaching music in the Hartford Central School in 1990, Sheldon Binns was preparing the
Hartford High School Band to perform their final band concert under his direction. Little did he realize that many adults who had been
his band students over the years were also rehearsing for a band concert which was to be performed on the same evening. They
would surprise him as part of his retirement celebration. Not only did they surprise Sheldon (as planned), but they astounded
themselves, as well. The surprise onstage performance by the “elder student” band, under the direction of their beloved teacher and
director was so successful, they all decided to form the Hartford Community Band with Sheldon as their director. This happened
nearly twenty-five years ago and continued until this past July when Mr. Binns decided to retire once again. Sheldon directed the
band in their final performance under this direction. And again Sheldon’s friends and family wish him a well deserved and very happy
retirement. Mazel Tov, Sheldon!

BARTLETT, PONTIFF,
STEWART & RHODES, P.C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Regan Denny Stafford Funeral Home
53 Quaker Road

One Washington Street

Queensbury, New York 12804

Glens Falls, NY 12801

P: 518-792-1114

Phone (518) 792-2117

F: 518-792-1287
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September 2014
SUN

MON
1

TUE
2

WED
3

THURS
4

Labor Day

7

8

Registration
for New
Students

9:15 a.m.
Religious
School
6:30 p.m. Choir
Rehearsal

21

15

16

9:30 a.m. Chai
Society
Breakfast
Program (Guest
Speaker: Dr.
Norman
Enhorning)
12:30 p.m.
Memorial
Service at TBE
Cemetery
6:30 p.m. Choir
Rehearsal

17

18

Shofar
Deadline

22

6 p.m. Family
Service / Potluck
Dinner / Oneg
hosted by Rabbi
Jeffrey & Cathy
Ronald in
celebration of their
anniversary

10:30 a.m. Torah
Study

12

13

7 p.m. Shabbat
Service / Oneg
hosted by the
Levin family in
celebration of
Grant’s birthday

10:30 a.m. Torah
Study

19

20

7 p.m. Torah
Service / Oneg
hosted by Arthur
& Barbara Blitman
and David
Coleman in
memory of Sharon
Lee Blitman
Coleman

10:30 a.m. Torah
Study

29

6 p.m. Havdallah
& Selichot
Service

23

24

25

26

27

7 p.m. Temple
Board Meeting

8 p.m. Erev Rosh
Hashanah Service
/ Oneg sponsored
by the Temple
Beth El
Community

10 a.m. Rosh
Hashanah Service

7 p.m. Shabbat
Service

10:30 a.m. Torah
Study

6:30 p.m. Choir
Rehearsal

9:15 a.m.
Religious
School

11

SAT
6

12 p.m. Ritual
Meeting

9:15 a.m.
Religious
School

28

10

10 a.m. Book
Club (The
Curious Incident
of the Dog in the
Nighttime by
Mark Haddon)

9:15 a.m.
Religious
School

6:30 p.m. Choir
Rehearsal
14

9

FRI
5

30

1 p.m. Children’s
Service
2:30 p.m.
Tashlich Service

30

SAVE THE DATES:
Friday, October 10 at 6 p.m.: Sukkot Service / Pizza in
the Hut / Oneg hosted by the Gartner-Seay Family in
honor of Henry Gartner becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Saturday, October 11 at 10:30 a.m.: Henry Gartner
becomes a Bar Mitzvah
Friday, October 17 at 7 p.m.: Simchat Torah Service
Friday, October 24 at 7 p.m.: Installation of Rabbi
Ronald
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A Birthday Cake for Humanity---5775
[Rabbi’s New Year Greeting to Temple Beth El, ellul 5775]

Whenever I visit a bakery, I like to survey the cakes (ah, a pity one cannot sample them all!) My
eye is drawn often to the birthday cake displays. What dazzling creativity to view: baseball cakes,
ballerina cakes, Spongebob Squarepants cakes. The variety of designs available to children’s
parties dwarf what was on offer by confectioners half a century ago, when my folks went shopping
for such pastries. And, given what bakers can do with frosting and computer images, birthday
cakes can now be festooned with pictures of junior’s latest pony ride---paved right in there under
the candles. It’s a good thing my family wouldn’t whip up such a confection for yours truly; with the
total number of candles, any happy image of Ronald would be buried under molten wax!
The circular form of many a birthday cake reminds me of another baked good which is popular in
the Jewish community at this time of year: the round challah which adorns the Rosh HaShanah
table. Tradition explains the circle challah as a visual mnemonic for the cycle of the Hebrew New
Year. (There is even an attested Rosh HaShanah custom of dipping the challah, rather than
apples, into honey!) Maybe it’s a stretch, but I always saw a connection between the Rosh
HaShanah loaf and the circular birthday cake: they both represent birth anniversaries. A birthday
cake helps to mark the beginning of life for one person; the cake is our way of rejoicing that
someone came into the world---and the celebrants still enjoy the blessing of that life. Likewise,
Rosh HaShanah marks the birthday of the world, i.e. the beginning of the first human couple as
remembered in the Book of Genesis; this yom hazikaron, remembrance day, was fashioned by the
Sages of the Talmud to celebrate the phenomenon that is the world. To quote the renowned Jewish
physicist, Albert Einstein, “God does not play dice with the universe.”
In the liturgy of the Jewish New Year, the Rabbis punctuated the shofar service with the
refrain, hayom harat ha’olam, “Today the world is conceived.” We might read that conception as
one in which on the first of Tishrei the Jewish People mark---not humanity’s biological engendering--but rather the conceiving of human consciousness; Adam and Eve thus serve as mythical standins for the rise of homo sapiens, the humans who were the first primates to be fully aware. Part of
that self-awareness is the dawning sense in human civilization that humanity is both individually
and collectively responsible for the course and consequence of our decisions and actions.
Hence, the Sages drew a through-line between Creation and Repentance. Men and women in the
rabbinic framework are endowed by the Creator with freedom. The abuse of a divine license
necessitates a mechanism for restoring the cosmic imbalance occasioned by sin. This mode of
spiritual response is what the Rabbis meant by teshuvah, or return to God by the penitent through
apology, prayer and acts of charity and loving-kindness. If accounting and repair of the previous
year’s offenses were easy, the Sages would probably not have labelled the time between Rosh
HaShanah and Yom Kippur the “Ten Days of Repentance”. All of the exalted customs and resonant
slogans for the High Holy Days are directed to reconciling broken relationships in the human
community as well as restoring the covenant between God and the Jewish People.
(Continued on Page 7)
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A Birthday Cake for Humanity---5775
(Continued from Page 6)

Rosh HaShanah 5775 will be especially joyous for Casa Ronald. Not only will we celebrate two
birthdays during the month of September, but our Jewish New Year ushers in a new era for our
household in a new home, a new congregation, a new stage in our odyssey as a Jewish family, as
well as a refreshed set of opportunities to realize the age-old hope of our people for a world without
war, illness, poverty and despoliation of the earth. In short, in both our house and in our community
we anticipate a season for “many happy returns of the day.”
l’shanah tovah u-m’tookah---Wishing all of our new friends at Temple Beth El a write-up for a sweet
new year in Life’s Book.

Rabbi Jeffrey N. Ronald

Temple Beth El History
“Be Thou a Blessing”
[This is an excerpt of Ella Cline's final volume of Temple Beth El history, covering the period from October, 1938, through May,
1942. She called it, “Life, Thy Most Precious Gift.”]

We have had two rabbis since Dr. Ruskin left us in the fall of 1938, Rabbi Harold Gelfman and Rabbi Frank
Minsker. Rabbi Gelfman became our rabbi in the fall of 1938 and pleased almost everyone, as each new rabbi
usually does, for a few months, anyway. Mrs. Arthur Hecht was the very capable president of the Sisterhood;
Mr. Samuel Kohn was the president of the Congregation. Both Sisterhood and Congregation conducted their
work diligently, managing to meet the usual financial difficulties. But we failed to gain new members in either
group to any appreciable extent. Yet, there were many families in town to whom the Temple services should
have appealed, and who should have joined, but did not. Often, there was talk of a need of a less Reformed
service, more conservative; but what was meant by such a service no one who asked for it could exactly
describe.
The last day of December, 1938, we had our first New Year's party in our Home Room. The return to town of
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Schosberg encouraged Ella Cline to insist on a New Year's party that year. With these
three enthusiastic workers in charge, it was a surprisingly successful affair. Never before did people get so
much for so little! We have had three such affairs since, each an outstanding social and financial success, but
that first one had the additional elements of surprise and uncertainty. The committee were prepared to eat
roast turkey all winter, just in case . . . , but the delighted guests saw to it that nothing edible was left.
Our elected officers may serve two consecutive terms. Mrs. Hecht did not wish to serve a second year, so our
first vice-president, Mrs. Max Cline, became our president in May, 1939. Mr. Arthur Hecht was elected
president of our Congregation. Rabbi Gelfman continued at his post for a second year. There
arose the usual mutual dissatisfactions. Not a large enough attendance at services; the Sunday
School children did not behave properly, were lacking in respect; lack of harmony between the
rabbi and the Youth Group; and always, the dearth of new members.
On May 7, 1939, we lost one of the original pillars of our Congregation, as well as our oldest
member, Mr. Harry Lustig, his memory a blessing.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT “OPERATION PROTECTIVE EDGE”

For those of our congregants and friends who would like a more Jewish perspective on the IDF’s Operation
Protective Edge in Gaza, I would recommend the following news outlets:
Ha’aretz has been a major newspaper in Israel since the 1930s, when it was founded by the Schocken
Family. Sort of a Hebrew version of the NYT, the paper also has a web site in English with the most up-todate news from an Israeli point-of-view. (There is a paywall, but I would say it is worth it.)
The Jerusalem Post also was founded during pre-State days and is the favorite news outlet for English
speakers in the Jewish State.
The Reform Movement maintains two web sites directed to the public: urj.org carries all kinds of Movement
news as well as updates from Israel, especially from our institutions there, such as HUC-JIR and IRAC.
Also, the Reform rabbinical organization, the Central Conference of American Rabbis, naturally maintains a
web site where the public can find statements from the CCAR leadership about Israel and issues affecting
world Jewry. CCARnet.org
Of course the foregoing is but a tiny sampling of the available news coverage on Israel and the Middle East.
What I am suggesting here are sources on the conflict upon which I, as a Jewish leader, have come to rely
upon in the decades of my rabbinate.---Rabbi

Hidden Treasure at Temple Beth El
Have you ever been upstairs in the Temple library? I'm guessing that the answer is no, at least not
in a long time. Recently, I shelved a number of books in the library, that had been donated by
Florence Handen. As I perused the donated titles, I was intrigued by many. This was a wonderful,
generous donation, but will anyone ever see or read these books, now that they are upstairs in the
library? How about the many other terrific books that are shelved there? Unless both the books
and the library get sorted and organized, these books will probably never leave their places on the
shelves. As a book-lover, I find this unacceptable.
So, I'm looking for a couple of people who are willing to take on a task with me sometime this fall,
after the holidays are over. My idea is this: over two or three days, we'd remove ALL the books
from the library shelves, and then sort them. We'd also clean out other random items that have
been left in the library over the years. We might determine that some books should be donated or
discarded. Then, we would re-shelve the remaining books in an organized fashion. We'd obviously
consult with the rabbi about the religious books, some of which might be of significant value. A list
of the books in the library would need to be made, and then would be made available to our
membership. If someone is interested in a book on the list but unable to climb the stairs to the
library, the book could be brought downstairs for them. Why have all these wonderful books if
nobody is ever going to read them?
I'm excited about making this improvement in our Temple library, and if we work together I
believe it can be done quickly. If you are interested in embarking on this project with me, please
contact Katie in the Temple office so we can plan ahead.
Thanks,

Phyllis Brown
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Making the “DAYS OF AWE” More Awesome!
Days of Awe is the title of a two-volume work from 1938, composed by Hebrew writer, Shmuel Yosef Agnon
on the customs, stories and traditions of Ashkenazic Jewry with respect to the High Holy Days. (Agnon is a
highly-decorated writer in the Hebrew language, who earned the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1966, the only
Israeli writer to be so recognized to date.)
When I read this work in the original language twenty years ago, I was impressed at how few of these
traditions I had been exposed to in either my general Judaic studies or in liturgical training at the Hebrew
Union College. Among other things, I learned that the gabai (synagogue sexton) in Eastern Europe would
pass through the street of the shtetl to rouse slumbering Jews at midnight to join the minyans for selichot (or
“selikhes”) during the week prior to Rosh HaShanah. And that, in the first Ten Days of Repentance between
Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur, certain pious sages would carry on an extended “fast from words” and not
speak more than was absolutely necessary---since the mouth often leads people into sin.
The gap of memory and consanguinity between the Jews whom Agnon knew in Galicia and our current
generation in North America continues to widen into a chasm. But the lamentable fact of our receding
connection to European Jewry should not be used as an excuse not to create new, relevant and vital
customs for the next generation of American Jews.
One of the strategies which we could adopt to strengthen our connection to the rest of the Jewish people
and the Tradition writ large is to foster a sense of home observance for the Holy Days. Many Jewish people
have apples-and-honey for the Rosh HaShanah meal. But do we train our children and grandchildren to
apologize to friends and families they might have hurt during the year? There is no shortage of music---both
classical and ultra-modern---composed, arranged and recorded for the Jewish New Year. Do we download
these melodies and play them on our musical devices?
If we are at a loss where to start to bring Jewish practice into our homes, don’t worry? Our affiliation with the
Reform Jewish Movement guarantees that you will have plenty of options for enhancing holiday observance
at your house? Check out the “Holidays” tab on the URJ home page at urj.org for home observance ideas.
For those of us who still refer to the increasingly-obsolete medium of the bound book, there is no shortage of
materials and suggestions for making the Hebrew calendar relevant in your home. A few stalwart titles which
have often helped my religious school families are: Arthur Waskow’s Seasons of Our Joy, Mark Washofsky’s
Jewish Living: A Contemporary Guide to Reform Jewish Practice (Prof. Washofsky was my teacher of
Jewish Law at HUC-JIR, Cincinnati) and the CCAR’s attempt to standardize Reform practice around the
Jewish holidays, Gates of the Seasons: a Guide to the Jewish Year. Of course, due to the turn of American
Jewry toward outreach, we are blessed with a plethora of books and other media on the shabbat and festival
days to bring these sacred times out of the synagogue and into the home.
The 19th German-Jewish rabbi and founder of Modern Orthodoxy, Sampson Rafael Hirsch, referred to the
Hebrew calendar as “the catechism of Judaism.” Through the full embrace of the Jewish sacred days and
their respective themes we can make our Jewish lives more meaningful, more visible and a vehicle for
Jewish continuity in our families, in our congregations and in our communities. Hag samei’ach!

Rabbi Jeff
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10 Minutes of Torah

Torah Portions
September 6
Ki Tetzay
Deut. 21:10-25:19
Pr. Is. 54:1-10
September 13
Ki Tavo
Deut. 26:1-29:8
Pr. Is. 60:1-22
September 20
Nitzavim Va-Yelech
Deut. 29:9-31:30
Pr. Is. 61:10-63:9

Sign up to receive a one-page e-mail each day on a topic of Jewish interest. It
only takes 10 minutes a day to get started on a lifelong journey. Spend 10
minutes a day — and before you know it you’ll have completed 100 hours of
Torah study! All you need to do is find ten minutes a day to “do Torah.”
Reform Jews committed to having Judaism in their daily lives are encouraged to
participate in 10 minutes a day for 5 days each week of personal connection to a
Jewish text, issue or topic. For example: Monday—Reform Voices of Torah;
Tuesday—NFTY at 75; Wednesday—Israel Connection; Thursday—Celebrating
Jewish Arts and Culture; Friday—Weekly Update with Ten Minutes of Torah and
Weekly News Updates. Select all five days or any combination. Each weekday
morning, an e-mail will be delivered to your inbox for you to study at your
convenience. Sign up for 10 Minutes of Torah by visiting:
www.reformjudaism.org/learning/ten-minutes-torah. Take your study of 10
Minutes of Torah to the next level by signing up for Eilu V’eilu.

Welcome to the 2014 – 2015 year of the
Temple Religious School
The Temple Religious School (“TRS”) Board, staff and Rabbi Ronald welcome all
children to our first day of TRS on Sunday, September 7, 2014. We will be providing
classes for grades K – 8 as well as Pre-Confirmation and Confirmation Classes. We are
planning an exciting program of fun, challenging, and rewarding classes, Hebrew
lessons, projects and experiences for our students and their families. Our objective is to

September 27
Ha-azinu
Shabbat Shuvah
Deut. 32:1-52
Pr. Hosea 14:2-10
Joel 2:15-27
Micah 7:18-20

develop a warm and caring community of learners committed to, and enthusiastic about,
their love of Judaism!
School will begin at 9:15 AM each scheduled Sunday and end at noon, throughout the
school year. Weekday Hebrew Classes (a.k.a. “Wednesday School”) and B’nai
Mitzvah lessons will be scheduled based on each student’s needs and availability. A
general parents’ meeting will be held at 11:00 AM on the first day of classes, Sunday,
September 7, 2014. Coffee and bagels will be provided. At that time, we will have more
information about this year’s special activities, events, family services, and holiday
celebrations. We will also familiarize you with our school’s mission, goals, curriculum,
and policies. Of course, we would also like to hear any of your ideas, thoughts and
concerns at that time. Parents of children not currently enrolled in TRS are also
welcome to attend.
Please always feel free to contact Christine Levy, Religious School Director, by email
(CMLevy@iname.com) or by telephone (518-796-8808) with any questions or concerns
that you may have. We look forward to a wonderful year working with the children and
families in our community.
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Get Well Soon
Amy Austin, Kayra
Balente, Donald Bartlett,
Jean Berg, Marcus Berg,
Louise Binns, Ronald
Binns, Patricia Brie, Mia Corton,
Elaine Faller, Elliott Friedman, Victor
Friedman, Nettie Furman, Betty
Gancher, Phoebe Gannon, Alan
Gartner, Dawn Gideon, Jacqueline
Gordon, Mark Grunblatt, Seth Gutman,
Anita Johnson, Edith Katz, Sheldon
Kramer, Howard Krantz, Elliot Lang,
Mike Levin, Elizabeth Levy, Jeffrey
Levy, Diane Martin, Ed Miltch, Sylvia
Miltch, Richard Muller, Jessica
Panebianco, Dorris Pock, Peter Razis,
Edie Rudnick, Jennifer Ruffing, Bob
Savarin, David Setzer, April Solomon,
Summer Solomon, Jane Stuebing,
Alfred Supe, Judy Supe, Carole Wells
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Appreciation
To Judith Metzner Shepherd and Larry Silver
for hosting an Oneg in July to welcome Rabbi
Jeffrey and Cathy Ronald.
To Martha Searleman for hosting an Oneg in July in celebration
of Sandy Searleman’s birthday.
To the Serlin-Tanimoto families for hosting an Oneg in August in
honor of Marlo receiving her Hebrew name.
To Helen Rudnick and Sal & Elaine Charhon for co-hosting an
Oneg in August in memory of Jack Brown, Gerald Israel, and Isaac
Israel.
To Rabbi Ronald and his Discretionary Fund for sponsoring
two Onegs in August.
To the Jacobson family for hosting an Oneg in August in memory
of Marlene Jacobson.

R. Cohen Recycling, Inc.
38 Geer Street
Glens Falls, NY 12801
518-792-2010
Scrap Metal Processors
Officers & Board of Trustees

Committees

President: Matt Levin

Ritual/Pulpit Chair, Jack Hellman

Vice President: Jack Hellman
Co-Treasurers: Karen Marks & Allison Levin
Recording Secretary: Kathy Naftaly
Immediate Past President: Stephen Adler
Trustees: Rebecca Charhon, Jeffrey Hill, Dave Lieberman, Jennifer
Nadler, Barbara Rosoff, Sanford Searleman, Scott Schwartz, Judith
Metzner Shepherd, and Larry Silver

Cemetery Chair, Michael Seidel
Personnel Chair, Kathy Naftaly
History Chair, Judith Metzner Shepherd
House Chair, Larry Silver
Religious School Director, Chris Levy
Temple’s rabbi and president will be
ex-officio members of all committees.
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Contributions
GENERAL FUND

GENERAL FUND

Sunny Buchman

In Honor of the Confirmation of Avery Hill and Caila
Eichin:

Sal & Elaine Charhon

Kibby & Michele French

Lynn Crayford

Jeff, Chris, and Elizabeth Levy

Maureen Costello & Christopher Estberg

Howard & Jennifer Nadler

In Celebration of Karen Marks & Steve Adler’s Marriage:

Lisa De Marco & Jason Marcantonio
Eleanor Elliott
Orel Friedman
Sam & Linda Friedman
Arthur & Michele Gottlieb
Florence Handen
Ruth Heller

In Memory of Maxine Wasserman:
Steve Adler & Karen Marks
Ruth Heller
Myron & Barbara Rapaport
Robert & Barbara Rosoff
Judith Metzner Shepherd

Sidney & Lina Hellman

In Honor of Betty Gancher’s Conversion to Judaism:

Jeffrey & Deirdre Hill

Ruth Heller

Martin & Susan Hochhauser

Jeff, Chris, and Elizabeth Levy

Jeff, Chris, and Elizabeth Levy
Bill & Diane Martin
Bernice Mennis & Ann Blanchard

In Memory of Howard Serlin:
Cheryl Tucker

John & Candice Morabito

In Memory of Pauline Serlin:

Howard & Jennifer Nadler

Cheryl Tucker

Myron & Barbara Rapaport
Robert & Barbara Rosoff

In Memory of Stephen Tucker:

Paul Schueler

Cheryl Tucker

Sanford & Martha Searleman
Larry Silver
Michelle Tran
Chris, Katie, Tyler & Jonathan Weaver
In Honor of the Pre-Confirmation Class: Mason Flatley,
Zoee Nadler, and Brooke French:
Kibby & Michele French

In Memory of Gertrude Strassman:
Mace Comora
In Memory of C. Harry Nystrom:
Mace Comora
In Memory of Bertha Greenman:
Phil & Erma Gordon

Jeff, Chris, and Elizabeth Levy
Howard & Jennifer Nadler

In Honor of Jack & Lois Hellman, and Steve Adler &
Karen Marks for all their work on Café Beth El:

In Memory of Bernard Horelick:

Judith Metzner Shepherd

Michael Horelick

Larry Silver
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Contributions
GENERAL FUND

In Memory of Bertha Pearl:
Marta Flaum
In Memory of Paul I. Pearl:
Marta Flaum
In Memory of Lester Nadler:
Steve Adler & Karen Marks
Tim & Frann Flatley
Robert & Barbara Rosoff
Judith Metzner Shepherd
In Memory of Dorothy Creager:
Steve Adler & Karen Marks
Robert & Barbara Rosoff
Judith Metzner Shepherd
In Honor of the Retirement of Sheldon Binns from
Directorship of Hartford Community Band:
Judith Metzner Shepherd
RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
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INTRODUCING CATHY RONALD,
RABBANIT
Among Sephardic Jews, the wife of a rabbi is called
a “Rabbanit” (Rah'-bah-NEET'). Catalina (“Cathy”)
Ronald is our new Rabbanit, but she is much more
than the wife of a rabbi. She is a mother and
grandmother and has been, among many other things,
a professional ballerina, a designer and manufacturer
of costumes and dancewear, a religious school art
teacher, and a licensed hospital pharmacy technician.
Cathy was born in San Sebastián, a coastal city in the
Basque region of northern Spain, to a German father
and a mother of Portuguese/Turkish descent. At the
age of five, she moved with her mother and maternal
grandmother to Chile, where her family had owned
copper and silver mines. By the age of fourteen,
Cathy was dancing a featured role in “Swan Lake,”
in a performance attended by Fidel Castro, and
declining offers to move abroad to join major ballet
companies. Soon thereafter, she was dancing in Los
Angeles, where her mother lived. Still in her teens,
she started her own costume design and
manufacturing company, while continuing to dance.
Cathy met rabbinical student Jeffrey Ronald in
Burbank, California, at Temple Emanu El, which she
attended with her mother.

In Honor of Rabbi & Cathy Ronald:

Cathy spent almost an hour telling me about herself
and her parents and grandparents, and this brief
summary merely hints at the fascinating life and
family history of a brave, creative, and resourceful
woman. Get to know her, and find out how fortunate
we are to have her in our community.

Jack & Lois Hellman

Judy Metzner Shepherd

In Appreciation of Rabbi Ronald:
Bonnie Rosenberg

In Appreciation of the Oneg Shabbat on August 15:
Judith Metzner Shepherd
In Memory of Dorothy Creager:
Tom & Renee O’Brien
TORAH FUND

In Honor of Sandy Searleman and Sara Rosoff Rice on
Their Shared Birthday:
Robert & Barbara Rosoff
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We Remember
Mourners Kaddish for the following individuals will be recited in Temple on the noted dates:
September 5
Felix Ales, *Fanny Kaplan Breslaw, Barnett Dmocher, Jacquelyn Efram, Edna Gancher, *Philip Gelfand,
Celia P. Horelick, Bertha Lebow, Edna Little, *Robert A. Patrick, Margaret Reeves, Leo Ritter, *Isidor
Rosenblatt, Basheva Rothblatt, Irving Schulwolf, Herman Stichman, Melving Weiskopf, Siegfried
Wordschild
September 12
*Mina Avrin, *Lillian Fenster, Dow Gill, *Julia Jacobson, *Marlene Jacobson, *Annette Kaufman, David
Levine, *Dr. Wolf Maslon, Arlene Menkis, Helen L. Patack, Julius N. Persk, William Schlitt, Steven Charles
Scolnik
September 19
*Jennie Armour, Rose Dmocher, *Mae Goldberg, Nellie Goldsmith, Esther Budelo Hazan, John Travis
Mulligan, *Sylvia Parker, Marie Rosensweig, *Sidney Rosoff, *Ida Schulman, *Rebecca A. Silverman, Celia
Solomon
September 26
Dorothy Frank, Robert B. Glasser, *Nathan Jacobson, *Oscar Kalman Kraus, *Leonard E. Leopold, *Esther
Maslon, Molly Metviner, *Betty Ovitz, George Pacter, Mildred Proller, *Marion Schwartz, Belle Searleman,
*Bertha J. Yanowitz
(*name appears on yahrzeit plaque in the sanctuary)

Condolences
Lester Nadler, father of Temple member, Howard
(Jennifer) Nadler, and grandfather of Zoee and Cooper
Nadler, passed away on Saturday, August 9, 2014 at the
age of 84.
Dorothy Creager, mother of Temple member Renee
(Tom) O’Brien, Arthur (Mary Jean) Creager, and Wendy
Creager, grandmother of Aaron, Michael, Whitney,
Amber and Hope, and great-grandmother of Gabriel,
Liam, and Callyn Mae, passed away on Wednesday,
August 13, 2014 at the age of 93.
Arthur Wieder, father of Temple member Stuart
(Bonnie) Wieder, grandmother of Alexandra and Kathryn,
passed away on Wednesday, August 20, 2014 at the age
of 92.

Book Club
Here are the books that we will be reading and
discussing:
September 9, 2014: The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Nighttime by Mark Haddon
October 14, 2014: One Summer: America 1927
by Bill Bryson
Happy reading,

Karen Marks
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Happy Birthday!
Sylvia Wodicka (9/9), Leah Conklin (9/11), Steve Adler
(9/11), Aaron Friedman (9/16), Elaine Charhon (9/18), Grant
Levin (9/20 – 7 years old!), Karen Marks (9/21),
Cooper Nadler (9/21 – 9 years old!), Rabbi Jeffrey
Ronald (9/21), Katie Weaver (9/22), Camden
Wolfield (9/28 – 8 years old!), Bill Brender (9/29),
Linda Friedman (9/30), Dr. Orel Friedman (9/30 – 101
years old!), Alexandra Lia Ronald (9/30)
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Happy Anniversary!
Mike & Lynn Seidel (9/1 – 47 years)
Rabbi Jeffrey & Cathy Ronald (9/4 – 31 years)
Joel & Gail Solomon (9/8 – 40 years)
Jonathan & Gail Nemer (9/13 – 33 years)
Harlan & Jennifer Steuer (9/18 – 9 years)
Philip & Erma Gordon (9/26 – 45 years)

Wanted:
talitot/taleisim (prayer shawls) and t'fillin
In addition to the extra kippot which we keep at Temple for people to use while visiting or attending
services, we would also like to have some talitot available for our Temple members and friends to borrow.
Also, if anyone has a set of t'fillin which they would like to donate, to the Temple Religious School, we could
put them to use for instructional purposes as well.

President’s Message
Summer is quickly passing and we are heading into one of the most active times of the Temple Beth El Calendar. September
welcomes the start of the Religious School year, Rosh Hashanah and soon after Yom Kippur. My family and I have been away on
vacation in Australia for the past several weeks, making me a little disconnected from Temple. While some time away visiting
family was great, it is so comforting to know how many dedicated and capable people are there to support the daily operations of
Temple. A special thank you to all who donate their time, contribute ideas, and help solve problems so that Temple continues to
be a thriving congregation.
With the coming of the New Year, I am optimistic about Temple’s future and looking forward to seeing everyone over the coming
weeks. The choir is hard at work practicing; and the religious school committee is putting the polish on the programs to start the
year. The Rabbi is preparing materials, developing a weekly rhythm, settling into our community, and bringing new ideas to the
table.
While I am optimistic about the New Year, there is no denying the financial pressure our congregation faces. Temple greatly
appreciates everyone’s donations and dues commitments; if you have not made a dues commitment for this year, please take a
moment to contact Temple. It takes everyone’s support to make Temple a thriving place for all of us.

Matt Levin

Temple Beth El
3 Marion Avenue
Glens Falls, New York
12801-2813

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Rabbi Jeffrey N. Ronald
Phone: 518-792-4364
Fax: 518-792-4336
office@glensfallstemple.com
www.GlensFallsTemple.com

Temple Beth El welcomes unaffiliated,
traditional, intermarried & nontraditional families and individuals.

The Shofar
Editors:

Phyllis Brown
Lois Hellman
Judith Metzner Shepherd
Editorial Assistant:

Katie Weaver

Writing for the Shofar? Think Ahead!
Writing something for the Shofar? REMEMBER YOUR DEADLINES. Articles and announcements for the
Shofar should be sent to the Temple Administrative Assistant, Katie Weaver, well in advance of the desired
publication date. The deadline for each issue (usually the 15th day of the preceding month) is shown on the
Calendar page, but your article should arrive as early as possible. The Shofar is published before the first day of
each month, and PUBLICATION WILL NOT BE DELAYED for late articles and announcements.
Remember: If your article will be timed to coincide with a holiday or event, you will want it to appear at least as
early as the issue preceding the event. And if you are asking for volunteers, for reservations, or for advance ticket
or merchandise purchases, your article or announcement may need to appear several months in advance. Even for
something that is several months away, it is never too early to submit an announcement to get the Shofar readers
to “save the date”!
The Editors welcome letters and other reader contributions. E-mail submission (Office@GlensFallsTemple.com)
is preferred. Submit your article as an e-mail message or as an attachment. If you lack internet access, you may
deliver or mail your submission to the attention of Katie Weaver at Temple Beth El, 3 Marion Avenue, Glens
Falls, NY 12801, timed to arrive prior to the deadline.

The deadline for getting articles to Katie for the October issue of the Shofar is
Monday, September 15!

